Sunday, 17 June 2018
Good Morning Everyone,
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We had a little bit of rain for about half an
hour yesterday, not heavy enough to
satisfy the needs of the gardeners &
farmers but probably just enough to
reawaken my little front lawn, which has
been dormant for several weeks due to the
dry spell, even the weeds stunted right
now.
I had a mega session working at the
computer all day yesterday, so a whole
bunch of new stuff on file ready to upload
for you at some point.
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There are a couple of things on the
calendar for the coming week, Michelle is
dropping in after work on Thursday for a
catch up around 2pm, & Friday my sister & I
are heading to that little cinema along the
coast to see ‘Book Club’.
Image 1: The final week of the current
‘touch of magic’ paper collection, but I now
have a couple ready to follow up with, so it
is simply a case of deciding which one to
use.
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Image 2: Another of the decoupage oval
sheets to add to your collection, there are
four more to collect,
Images 3 & 4: As I promised last week the
third of this set of four card kits with
envelopes, this particular set is all in yellow.
Image 5: I was messing about a couple of
weeks ago trying to figure out how this was
done, I use copier paper to work out the
folds & then measure everything so I can

create the digital download.
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So a cute facet box template that forms the
shape of a cut diamond once completed.
Again I don’t have a sample but I am
confident that it will work out because of all
of the prep work I did on the copier paper.
Image 6: I dipped back into the rose files
again this morning & chose this pretty rose
decoupage topper sheet for you.
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Images 7 & 8: I have had this set on file for
quite a while so thought it was time I got it
uploaded.
Firstly I cut the original image from its
damaged background & placed it on a new,
undamaged one before punching it out.
Then I added a backing mat to match the
brolly before creating the decoupage layers.
Then I used that final red brolly layer to
create a full sheet of background to
accompany the decoupage sheet.
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Images 9 & 10: The forth & final pairing of
this set, again a card kit with accompanying
envelope. An almost identical flower to the
previous one, so you could probably mix &
match the envelopes around to suit
yourself, but then with the set all being in
yellow, you could mix & match all four
envelopes to suit yourself.
Image 11: The bonus sheet for this morning
is this flower fairy decoupage sheet. It is
pretty intricate so you will probably need to
get a new blade in your craft knife!
As usual Sunday is weekend housework day
so a short update to look forward to this
afternoon.
Catch up with you all again then.
Rita x

